Bike Servicing and Repairs
Services (excluding parts)
 Basic Service:

Safety check Inc. bolt torque, gear and brake adjustment, tyres checked, wash and clean (1 hour)
 Standard Service:

Basic service + drivetrain clean, hubs, headset, bottom bracket adjusted, basic wheel true (2 hours)
 Super Service:

Standardservice+fullbrakebleed,stripping-cleaning-adjustingofgears,drivetrain,hubs,headset(4 hours)
 Electric Bike Service:

£35
£55
£115
£75

Standard service + Computerized diagnostics of motor and battery

Transmission (excluding parts)
 Gear Service

Gears tuned and indexed. Cables replaced as needed (extra)
 Gear Service with Drivetrain Degrease
Gear service + drivetrain will be removed and put through our parts washer to get it super clean. Cables replaced as needed (extra)
 Gear Cable Fitting
Single gear cable fitting and adjustment. Cable cost extra.

£20
£30
£10

Brakes (excluding parts)
 Brake Service

Both brakes balanced and tightened. Braking surfaces on the rims or rotors will be cleaned and degreased, and brake pads will be checked
and
replaced if needed. Cabling will be lubricated as needed or replaced.
 Hydraulic Brake Bleed (Each Brake)
Brake pads will be removed, cleaned or replaced as necessary; brake will be bled with suitable fluid. Rotors will be cleaned and degreased.
 Brake Pad Fitting (Each Brake)
Fitting of new brake pads, balancing and tightening of the brake. This cost does not include fitting or lubricating
cables or the cleaning of the rims or rotors.
 Brake Cable Fitting
The installation of a single gear or brake cable and the setting up of the relevant part. Cable cost extra.

£20
£20
£5
£10

Wheels (excluding parts)
 Wheel Building - Each

Wheel building prices vary depending on the type of wheel and the spokes used. As a rule, new spokes and a fresh rim should be used for a
wheel
build, although a hub can be built onto many rims. We use DT Swiss spokes and can supply plain,doublebutted,straightpull
and bladedspokes.
 Wheel Truing - Each
When truing a wheel, we always aim to get within 2mm. Truing a wheel will often include tensioning the spokes.
 Wheel Truing with Spoke Replacement
As above but including the replacement of broken spokes. Excludes the cost of the spokes.
 Wheel Fitting -Each
Wheels will be fitted along with rim tape, tyre and tube. Brakes will be checked, and gears if it is a rear. Tyres inflated.

£35
£12
£15
£10

Tyres (excluding parts)
 Tyre Fitting – Each

Tyres will be fitted taking note of the rotation direction if applicable and inflated to the recommended pressure.
 Tubeless Set Up – Each
Single tyre fitted to wheel using tubeless set up. Sealant tape and valves extra.
 Puncture Repair
Plus cost of tube

£7
£20
£10

Headset (excluding parts)
 Headset Fitting











Includes frame preparation as needed. Grease will be applied to the bearings and the headset will be adjusted.An expander plug or star nut
will be fitted to the steerer tube.
Headset Service
The headset will be removed, cleaned and inspected for damage and wear. The headtube of the frame and the steerer tube of the fork will
also be
cleaned and checked. The headset will be refitted, and the cups and bearings will be greased. The headset will be adjusted accordingly.
Fork Fitting
As above but with the additional work of cutting down the steerer tube.
Bottom Bracket Fitting
Includes cleaning the frame threads or bottom bracket shell if press fit. Shell will be faced if necessary. Bearings will be greased, and the
bottom
bracket will be adjusted if applicable.
Bottom Bracket Service
The bottom bracket will be removed and cleaned and the frame threads or bearing surfaces will be cleaned and greased.
Open cup and ball bottom brackets will have new ball bearings fitted.
Handlebar Tape Wrapping
Existing bar tape will be removed. Bars will be wrapped, ends taped and bar plugs fitted.
Fitting Parts Bought Online
No problem. Remember warranty will lie with the online retailer. Price to be quoted.

£25
£20
£35
£15
£20
£10
POA

Our qualified mechanics are here to help. Please ask if you need more information.

